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From macro to micro (and back again)
or

“Minus 1?” new evidence and behavioural interpretations on 
the Bashmakov-Newbery constant of energy expenditure 



A health warning: will use terms 
- ‘elasticity’ for observed correlation relationships between aggregate end-use energy prices and 
national energy intensity (E/GDP), noting that other effects (income elasticity, exogenous changes) do 
not appear to be major factors
- ‘Bashmakov-Newbery Constant’ to refer to proposition that energy expenditure intensities (end-use 
expenditure/GDP) tend to gravitate back towards a central range despite wide price variations

A study of the hypothesis of a relatively narrow long-term range of 
national energy expenditure / GDP, interpretations, and implications

• Literature review 
• US time series over 65 years from US EIA (1950-2014) 

Supplemented by trade data (1970—2012)
• Cross-country analysis: new dataset for IEA countries, 

developed by authors mainly from IEA sources (1971-2012)
• Theoretical interpretations and possible policy implications 



US, 1950-2014: 
Implicit real price index (a), real GDP growth rate 3 year moving average (b), 

energy intensity (c) and share of energy expenditure as a percentage of real GDP (d), for the US, 1949-2013 

Long-standing 
debate about 
impact of oil / 
energy prices & 
shocks on GDP

Clear acceleration of 
intensity reductions, 
no reversal but 
slowing of decline as 
prices declined

Expenditure 
intensity mostly in 

range 6-10%;
hit 12-13% in 

1970s oil crisis

US aggregate 
energy prices 

largely driven by 
oil price



`

50 years40 years20 years

• Annual intensity changes very variable 
(though reductions almost every year 
since the oil shocks)

• More stable results require aggregation 
over decades

• Elasticity aggregated over 40-50 years 
tends to stability at value “-1”
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Relationship between US real energy prices and energy intensity in different periods

• The evidence can be 
characterised in terms of 
different “elastic phases”

• Individual cycles of 25-30 
years seem to reflect 
adjustment timescale and 
display “minus 1” correlation 
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US energy expenditure per unit GDP – proximate impact of including net trade

Energy cost including imputed cost of net import/exports
Cf territorial energy consumption costs, 1971-2012

Impact of trade:  the 
long-term slow decline  
of US energy expenditure 
intensity disappears on 
‘trade-adjusted’ basis ?
(ie rough correction made 
for shift of US from net 
exporter to importer of 
energy intensive goods)

Trade data source from 
www.carboncap.eu
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Distribution of US energy expenditure/GDP ratio and real energy price – stats normalised to mean

Territorial energy consumption 
expenditure intensity, 1950-2014 (65 yrs)

Mean: 8.8%
Variance (normalised): 0.04 

‘Footprint’ energy consumption 
expenditure intensity, 1970-2012: (42 yrs)

Mean: 7.4%
Variance (normalised): 0.03 
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* Simple country average

Countries with higher 
energy prices do not 
spend more on energy
- In fact they spend less

Eastern Europe had 
energy prices lower than 
any OECD country 
- And ended up spending 
much more on energy

Line of equal energy
expenditure intensity (avg 8.7% GDP)*

Least-
squares 

regression

Implied cross-country 
elasticity (OLS fit) is -1.5
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Energy Expenditure as a Proportion of GDP for Country Groupings 

Central/Eastern Europe historical energy 
prices lower than any OECD – the result:
- Ended up spending much more on energy 

as they sought to develop market systems 
and prices in joining the EU 

- Energy expenditure/GDP hit over 14%, 
twice level of western Europe 

- ‘It took 40 years for their energy intensity to 
reach double that of the west – may take as 
long to reverse..’ 

- Serious social suffering, entrenched 
opposition to EU ETS, and election of 
extreme (and anti-climate change) parties
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Cross-country energy expenditure / GDP statistics: 
Exponent, corresponding cross-country elasticity, and mean expenditure

Full database: OLS exponential fit; apparent 
cross-country elasticity higher in most recent 
period, over the 42 years = -1.5

Excluding CEE: OLS exponential fit; apparent 
cross-country elasticity highest during the first 
oil shocks; limited  change to overall cross-
elasticity still >> (minus) 1

International trade: was not possible to adjust 
for trade effects, but would clearly bring cross-
elasticity somewhat back towards -1

(b) Excluding CEE (Poland, Czech and Slovak Reps, Hungary)   

(a) Full dataset
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Energy Expenditure per $1000 GDP 
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Observations – elasticity reconciliations

• Most econometric estimates of sector long-term elasticities (eg. domestic, 
transport) max at about 0.6-0.7

• Income elasticity generally estimated close to 1 though some studies 
conclude partial recent decoupling / Kuznets curve on CO2 (though Mir and 
Storm argue this disappears when look at consumption-basis)

• Exogenous trends could explain differences for US results but not the cross-
country results

• Significant history of studies of asymmetric elasticities 
• More “General to specific” econometric study of UK data requires 

asymmetric and/or stochastic time series with path dependence –
apparently substitutes (but latter itself appears correlated to price)



Hypothesis

• Data cannot be explained with a fixed (or purely time-dependent) elasticity
• Appears consistent with non-constant price elasticity rising with the price 

level (=> range, not constant expenditure)
• This is one implicit prediction of the “Three Domains” framework

[and note: “3 domains” logic applies inversely on supply side; in 
combination, underlines we would expect major commodity cycles]

• Also consistent with attention to distributional characteristics – price rises 
force higher proportion of population into greater cost sensitivity 

• No model can be complex without strong representation of inertia / path-
dependence – timescales of multiple decades at least



Some potential policy implications 
• Energy systems have large capacity to adapt to higher prices / other pressures, given time: offers a new political 

narrative around carbon pricing – rather than pure externality focus, “move towards right prices without increasing 
your bill”.

• The major energy transformations (notably oil shocks and integration of eastern Europe) were externally driven, and 
involved large social and economic dislocations; it is doubtful whether any elected political system could drive 
equivalent transformations using price alone.

– Historical policy responses actually involved multiple policies across all three pillars; the countries with lowest energy expenditures now are those 
which in which policies (energy efficiency, pricing and innovation) were maintained for environmental reasons after the oil price collapse of the mid 
1980s 

• Normal economic logic that high environmental pricing should be the best instrument to drive transformation needs 
revision in light of multiple instruments and timing implications of affordability thresholds / political economy 
constraints: 

– energy efficiency (in particular) can be viewed as a social policy, of which environmental co-benefits will be undermined by 
rebound effects,

– unless accompanied by rising energy prices, so as to keep overall costs within the Bashmakov-Newbery constant of energy 
expenditure.  

• Particularly if political economy constraints act most strongly on pricing, to combine regulatory certainty with flexibility: 
– Consider design of price-based instruments could be designed with escalators that are automatically paused if expenditure thresholds are 

exceeded, and resume when expenditure falls (a ‘degression mechanism’ / safety valve for eg. Fuel duties & carbon pricing)
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